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Abstract. The concepts for the minimum dwelling investigated by inter-war 
modernists were further developed and largely applied in the construction of post-
war large-scale housing. As elsewhere in post-war Europe, affordable housing was 
high on the agenda in Socialist Yugoslavia. The right to a residence was an 
imperative of the socialist state, which set an enormous housing construction 
program so that each family could be housed in its own apartment. To meet the huge 
housing needs, another imperative was to build quickly and cheaply. New Belgrade, 
a project for the capital of the newly founded socialist state, eventually became the 
biggest construction field for providing societally owned flats for tens of thousands 
of inhabitants. The demand for huge amounts of flats, efficient construction and low-
costs dictated the optimization of design, standardization, and rationalization. The 
paper investigates the design of New Belgrade flats focusing on different aspects of 
the “minimum” that were applied. It additionally analyses how compared to the inter-
war concepts the perspective on the minimal needs changed. Furthermore, it 
compares these standards and needs with the actual ones. The research aims to 
trace these changing perspectives on minimum, to rethink the modernist minimum 
dwelling and explore how it relates and reflects the minimum in design today. 
 
1. Introduction 
“The so-called housing shortage, so much talked about in the press these 
days, cannot be simply dismissed by admitting that the working class is 
generally living in bad, overcrowded, and unhealthy apartments. The housing 
shortage is not just a phenomenon of the present and is not merely an evil 
that has visited the oppressed classes in the past, or the modern proletariat 
alone. On the contrary, it has affected almost equally all the oppressed 
classes at all times.”1 (Engels, 1872) The housing crisis phenomenon, 
identified already in the 19th century, escalated by 1920s due to the 
overpopulation and influx of people into cities. The issue was addressed by 
Bauhaus, and beyond the Bauhaus, modernists, hence the second CIAM 
(Congrès International d´Architecture Moderne) congress, held in Frankfurt 
in 1929, discussed the question of minimum dwelling, or the dwelling for the 
subsistence minimum. The largely present issue of bad, overcrowded and 
unhealthy apartments was present in the context of Belgrade at that time as 
well. The evolution of the Belgrade dwelling was an important question for 
the inter-war modernists, however mainly focusing on bourgeois villas and 
rental apartments, while the steps towards new dwelling types and new 
 housing policy that would enable humane, decent dwellings for everyone, 
was developed only in the post-war period in Belgrade. The main polygon for 
new concepts was New Belgrade, the biggest construction field for providing 
societally owned flats for tens of thousands of inhabitants. New Belgrade was 
a housing laboratory with an experimental character at first, becoming a norm 
for the whole country in the end. 
 
2. Changing Perspectives on Minimum 
The following chapter investigates the changing perspectives on the 
minimum dwelling and inter-relation between the notions of minimum in the 
inter-war period and in the post-war period in Belgrade. It investigates the 
continuity or discontinuity of concepts, but also needs and standards of the 
two phases of modernism (or the two periods) in Belgrade.  
 
2.1. The Notion of Minimum and its (Non-)Application by 
Modernists in Inter-war Belgrade 
Demolished Belgrade with ruined around one-third of building supply after 
the WWI was faced with an immense population influx, mainly working class 
moving from rural areas into the city. Therefore, the demand for modest 
apartments in Belgrade was high. Since there were no systematic state-
running social housing projects, the housing problem relied on the private 
investment of landlords.2 The evolution of Belgrade dwellings in the following 
years was polarised into expensive, large flats and villas for privileged 
classes; and cheap, overcrowded, unhygienic apartments. The approach in 
solving open social issues was very unsystematic and inter-war modernists 
in Belgrade mainly serviced the middle-class market. Although there were 
few projects addressing the issue of urban working-class housing, the 
production of dwellings “got diverted from social and political issues into 
those of commerce”.3  
In the inter-war period, the construction of dwellings for the underprivileged 
was beyond the existenzminimum concepts. The apartments were extremely 
modest with basic functions of sleeping and eating, usually about 20 m2 for 
the whole family.4 The minimum dwelling standards were investigated at the 
same time by the modernists internationally; the recommended minimum 
measurements for spaces, exact measurements for standardized furnishings 
and standard-sized elements and rooms in apartments, were only applied in 
the post-war period in Belgrade, when the housing policy, but also the socio-
political context, changed. However, there were certain elements of 
residential architecture developed by the inter-war modernists in Belgrade, 
although not for the existenzminimum purpose, that strongly influenced the 
evolution of the (New) Belgrade flat and development of norms and minimal 
standards in the post-war period. As already discussed, Belgrade modernists 
in this period were mainly focusing on the rental property market, and the 
most common residential typology at that time, apartment blocks for middle-
 class population. Considering their commercial character, economical 
aspects of the buildings were very important for the landlords - invest 
minimal, gain maximal. Therefore, the minimalist approach was in a way 
present. Modernist, purist architecture without decorative plasticity was 
especially suitable for investors. On the other hand, architects were able to 
express the new aesthetic of purism.5 The layout of apartments was not as 
minimalist as the appearance of the buildings since the tenants were middle- 
and higher-income people. However, within this typology modernists 
developed a specific concept of the “Belgrade flat”, a flat with a central dining 
room as a core of the residential unit. The central dining room was an in-
between room, connecting the entrance and the salon, creating a 
representative area in the apartment, intended to receive guests, but also to 
organize family gatherings. Besides the representative area, there was a 
private area with bedrooms and bathroom(s); and service area with the 
kitchen, rooms for servants, storage rooms, a guest toilet, and usually a 
terrace or a loggia.6 
The concept of the Belgrade flat was further developed within the “Belgrade 
School of Residential Architecture” in the post-war period, into the (New) 
Belgrade flat that was going to have a completely different character, and 
different purpose in the new (socialist) society.  
 
2.2. We are not starting from a scratch! – (dis)continuity of the 
minimal dwelling 
“A good dwelling isn´t a luxury. It is, on the contrary, an important need for 
all families, regardless of their income, or overall situation.”7 This was a basis 
of housing policy in post-war Yugoslavia (and so post-war Belgrade), a policy 
set by the socialist country having the “right to residence”, or “flat for 
everyone”, as an imperative. Market mechanisms were perceived as the 
main source of social inequalities, and therefore the institution of “investors” 
disappeared. The state became the main investor in housing, aiming to solve 
the existence issues of all the people, following the right to residence. Due 
to the huge population increase in Belgrade, and having previous imperative 
set, minimum for the maximum was needed. 
The main aim of enabling better conditions of living for everyone, followed to 
a typification of the flats, as the equality of the units was a reflection of 
equality of its inhabitants. The variability in flat size (square meters) that the 
inhabitants were entitled to, was related to the number of family members. 
Family, the core of society, was very important in the planning of housing. 
The aspects of family members´ needs and their dwelling practices, or usage 
of space and patterns of movement influenced the flat design. Also, functions 
of the rooms and their interrelations were important factors in flat design. 
Norms and the modular coordination were as much about construction as 
about rationalization of space. Mate Bajlon, one of the modernists, especially 
investigated the question of functionality and usability values of a flat that is 
 designed according to modernist norms. He investigated the possibilities of 
functional organization of a flat and brought significant innovations. 
Nevertheless, in his article8 from 1974 he refers to Belgrade flat of the inter-
war period, underlining the importance of the central dining room as a core 
of the residential unit, and further underlining the continuity in Belgrade flat 
design from the inter-war period to the post-war period. The central space 
was reused and defined as “widened communication” (Fig. 1), and integrated 
in the design of the (New) Belgrade flat having a very important role in overall 
quality of the flat9. The continuity was in a way present, however, significant 
improvements were conducted in the second period. Hence, the (New) 
Belgrade flat, due to the changed policy and further improved design, 
enabled better conditions of living for the masses.  
 
Figure 1. Reuse of the central dining room of the inter-war flat (1) within the post-
war (New) Belgrade flat in a form of “widened communication” (2a, 2b). © Illustration 
Anica Dragutinovic, December 2018, according to the original drawings: (1) P. Krstic, 
B. Krstic, Residential building in P. Brigada 39, 1932. in: Dragana Mecanov, 
“Valorizacija arhitekture stambenih zgrada iz perioda moderne”, Nasledje, 2010; (2a, 
2b) Flat with widened communication in: Mate Bajlon, “Neka pitanja u vezi sa 
upotrebnom vrednosti stana”, Stan i stanovanje, 1973. 
 
3. New Belgrade Flat and Aspects of Minimum 
New Belgrade was the biggest construction field in post-war Yugoslavia for 
conducting housing experiments to provide societally owned flats to tens of 
thousands of inhabitants. The demand for huge amounts of flats, efficient 
construction and low-costs dictated the optimization of design, 
standardization and rationalization. In order to meet the housing needs, and 
at the same time providing good quality of living for the residents, modernists 
were investigating on spatial qualities of apartments built according to 
modest standards. The next chapter investigates the design of New Belgrade 
flats focusing on different aspects of the “minimum” that were applied, while 
achieving “maximum” in the usability of space. 
 
 A. Norms (spatial minimum) 
The first norms regulating the size of flats and other requirements in mass 
housing construction in Yugoslavia emerged in 1947. The norms forsaw 
three categories of flats (categorized according to the number of people):  
a) small flats (for 3 persons) around 50 m2,  
b) medium flats (for 4 persons) around 60 m2 and  
c) large flats (for 5-6 persons) around 70 m2.  
The regulations went through several reviews in the following years, however 
without major changes. In 1955, the so-called JNA norms emerged, special 
norms developed by (and for) a powerful federal organization, the Yugoslav 
People´s Army (JNA). According to these norms, the sizes of flats increased: 
66 m2 for 3 persons, 74 m2 for 4 persons and 83 m2 for 5 persons.10  
The first New Belgrade Central Zone block, Block 21, planned for JNA 
(planned in 1960, built 1962-1966), applied the JNA standards. After the 
construction of the Block 21, the Urban Planning Institute of Belgrade, aiming 
to enable a higher standard of living, and taking into consideration that the 
categorization and standardisation of housing units was not a topic of any 
urban regulations or solutions at that time, provided a guidelines as follow: 
“In the context of New Belgrade, better layout of flats is required, i.e. a higher 
percentage of larger flats (three-rooms, four-rooms and larger) as well as a 
general increase in comfort of the flats. In that way, using the most valuable 
central part of New Belgrade for construction of flats that will be, in the recent 
future, perceived as too modest, will be avoided.”11 This idea of creating “elite 
blocks” in the Central Zone was not achieved completely, due to the 
affordability issue of the other institutions and companies building flats for 
their workers in the context of New Belgrade. The modest two-rooms 
apartment remained the most common flat structure in the Central Zone as 
well (in the Block 28 for example, there are 58% of two-rooms apartments 
and 12% of smaller ones).  
Nevertheless, the spatial minimum was maximised through modernist 
design, and the New Belgrade Central Zone was the prime site for the 
emergence of the so-called Belgrade plan and the Belgrade School of 
Residential Architecture, determined at a series of public competitions, thus 
prompting the Belgrade architects to follow and improve each other´s 
solutions.12 
 
B. Elements of New Belgrade Flat (functional maximum)  
Following the modular coordination13 and the set of previous norms, most 
New Belgrade flats were dimensioned at around 15-20 m2 per person. The 
m2 as a given frame was a challenge and possibility for creative solutions. 
Norms encouraged the opening, and connection of space, circular 
connections, etc. The circular connection was a typical spatial element of the 
New Belgrade flat enabling free circulation around a zone in the flat (Fig. 2). 
Besides circular connection and widened communication, an important 
 element for achieving higher “usability value” of flats (or design criteria for it) 
was the functional scheme of the flats, or interrelation of functions 
(rooms/spaces) within a flat. Criteria for its design were: bio-rhythm (day and 
night zones), two centres (possibility for generations division), technical block 
(usually the central element of flat with circular connection around it, as in 
Figure 2), flexibility, structural system, and modular coordination, etc. 
 
Figure 2. Circular connection within the (New) Belgrade flat. © Illustration Anica 
Dragutinovic, December 2018, according to the original drawings in: Mate Bajlon, 
“Neka pitanja u vezi sa upotrebnom vrednosti stana”, Stan i stanovanje, 1973. 
 
According to the modular coordination, basic equipment and finishings were 
planned and provided as well (Fig. 3). All technical and technological 
elements were coordinated, while as noted by architect Milan Lojanica “an 
innovative method of managing the data is needed in order to achieve 
complete efficiency of the complex system”14. 
 
Figure 3. Basic equipment according to the modular coordination. Milan Lojanica, 
“Zapisi sa crtaceg stola”, Arhitektura Urbanizam 74-77, 1975.  
 
C. Variability (optimization) 
The scale of construction, or the number of proposals and variations, 
influenced the quality of the (New) Belgrade flat design and its optimization 
 in order to increase usability. Differentiation on unit-scale was investigated 
and different types were analyzed and compared. Especially architect Mate 
Bajlon was focusing on evaluating the flats, and therefore analyzed same-
sized flats with different layouts comparing their “usability value” (Fig. 4a). 
Taking as an example a layout of a constructed flat of 56 m2, Mate Bajlon 
analyzed and evaluated its design. The layout composed of a living room, a 
separate kitchen and one room could accommodate only 2 family members. 
According to the architect´s optimization of the layout design, creating a 
mixed-use area in the flat that is combining daily functions, was giving more 
space for the “night zone”, and therefore 2 separate rooms. In that way, the 
same flat could accommodate 4 family members.  
Furthermore, Belgrade modernists investigated the adaptability of flats, or 
the potential for layout transformation of the same flat in order to meet 
different demands over time, e.g. changes in family structure (Fig. 4b). 
 
Figure 4. Optimization of the layout design (a). Adaptability potential of the layout 
(b). © Illustration Anica Dragutinovic, December 2018, according to the original 
drawings in: Mate Bajlon, “Stan u Beogradu”, Arhitektura Urbanizam 74-77, 1975. 
 
4. Reflections on the Minimum Today 
Besides Mate Bajlon, architect Mihailo Canak contributed to the evaluation 
of the (New) Belgrade flat and norms. He founded the Center for Housing 
within the IMS Institute, bringing together research in technology, and 
housing. In his article from 1975 he elaborates the evaluation system 
developed within the Center, proposing a value coefficient15:  
Cv =
𝑄 𝑥 𝑅
𝑁 𝑥 𝑃
  (Cv: value coefficient; Q: quality; R: resources; N: needs; P: price)  
For each parameter, a set of criteria and aspects are defined, and also a 
transforming technic that is equalizing value scales of different parameters. 
The notion of “flat value” itself is questioned as well, and if a flat can be 
perceived only as a commodity. The evaluation system is based on the 
opposite premise, underlining the complexity of the relation between a man 
and its dwelling; although on one hand, a flat is indeed a commodity, yet it is 
an inseparable part of a man, its materialized imprint. Therefore, the “flat 
value” is defined as a combination of functionality (quality) and economical 
factor (price), while meeting the residents´ needs with as little resources as 
 possible. An important aspect of the quality parameter was space standards. 
The earlier norms and regulations (3.A) were reviewed (and in 1983 
systematized into new ones by Mihailo Canak) defining both minimum and 
maximum standards, or providing a gradient in form of different categories 
for standard-sized rooms: absolute minimum, functional minimum, 
economical maximum, absolute maximum (Fig. 5). 
 
Figure 5. Minimum and maximum space standards in flats, the example of kitchen, 
© Illustration Anica Dragutinovic, December 2018, according to the original table in: 
Canak Mihailo, „Centar za Stanovanje IMS - naucni rad”, 2011. 
 
The changes in socio-political context that followed, paused the housing 
construction activities and further developments. During and after the so-
called post-socialist transformation, the housing policy changed as well. 
Market-dominated production of dwellings was re-introduced, and socially-
owned housing that was enabling qualitative, affordable dwellings for 
masses was privatized in the 1990s. Fragments of modernist ideas are being 
investigated by different scholars and academics, mainly as theoretical 
works, however, since then, there are no systematic social housing projects. 
Minimum dwellings are still being produced for the masses, however, as in 
the 1930s, within the rental property market for the underprivileged ones. The 
production of minimum dwellings got diverted once again from social issues 
into those of commerce.  
The commodification of housing resulting in the relativization of the notion of 
minimum. As the notion of dwelling changed from human right to commodity, 
the minimum (or maximum) is dictated by the market - as much as you can 
afford, and therefore the absolute minimum denotes 0 m2. Disconnected from 
its social function, housing is reflecting and producing more layers of social 
inequality and the question of affordability is becoming increasingly 
important. Therefore, the de-commodification of housing, and re-introducing 
models of minimal dwelling and communal living in cities with a gradient of 
minimal possession is needed – an architecture of use against the 
architecture of property.  
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